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Redefining the way you experience sound.™ 

 
PRESS RELEASE 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
NEW SUB-$200 IN-EAR HEADPHONE MODEL DEBUTED BY RBH SOUND  

 
 
Layton, UT – September 28, 2015 – RBH Sound, a premier brand of high performance audio gear, 

today expanded its personal audio products lineup by debuting its next-generation EP3 in-ear 

headphones. Raising the bar for excellence in both form and function, the new EP3 brings to the table 

unprecedented performance with extended frequency response and a completely redesigned, ultra-

lightweight ceramic housing. 

 

In 2013, RBH Sound received many accolades as its EP2 redefined a new level of purity and 

performance in the sub-$200 in-ear headphone market and, according to the company, it continues to 

amaze and impress listeners throughout the world. The new EP3’s design includes the most 

successful features and award-winning sound quality of its older sibling, yet delivers an extended 

frequency response and even better noise isolation thanks to its new, smaller ceramic enclosure. The 

EP3’s in-line control module and microphone provides the ability to easily skip to the next song, track 

or chapter and also receive phone calls, all with the touch of a button.  

 

“The EP3 is a completely new RBH in-ear monitor [IEM] built from the ground up,” said Shane Rich, 

Technical Director and lead engineer at RBH Sound. “A new 8mm driver element and tuned ceramic 

casing is used which improves upon the frequency response characteristics of the EP1/EP2 models 

by offering extended bass and treble. The result is a more refined listening experience, with better 

bass definition and more high frequency detail to the sound. We have also improved reliability and 

durability of the headphone by using a new fabric/TPE composite cable in conjunction with the 

aluminum jack and controller that use specially designed strain relief elements; ensuring that listeners 

enjoy the great sound of these headphones for many years to come.” 
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The EP3 comes with a set of medium T-400 Comply® foam isolation tips pre-installed. Also included in 

the package is a set of large T-400 Comply® foam isolation tips and three sets of silicone tips (small, 

medium and large). Also included are two of RBH Sound’s exclusive Stabilizing Spacers for 

compatibility with the iPhone® 6, 6 Plus, 6s, and 6s Plus models, a cord-management clip and a small 

on-the-go leatherette pouch to store the headphones in when they’re not being used. 

 

RBH Sound includes a generous 2-year warranty for the EP3 and they are priced at $179 including 

free shipping within the continental United States. The EP3 is shipping now, and can be purchased 

via the company’s web site at rbhsound.com, Amazon.com, or via the company’s authorized 

worldwide dealer and distributor network. 

 

Links to high-resolution images: 

• http://rbhsound.com/images/PressIMG/RBH-EP3-Coiled.jpg 

• http://rbhsound.com/images/PressIMG/RBH-EP3-Profiles.jpg 

• http://rbhsound.com/images/PressIMG/RBH-EP3-Package.jpg 

• http://rbhsound.com/images/PressIMG/RBH-EP3-Coiled-Cable.jpg 

• http://rbhsound.com/images/PressIMG/RBH-EP3-Contents.jpg 

 
About RBH Sound 

A Utah-based company, RBH Sound is privately owned and operated by the founder of the company, Roger B. 

Hassing. Since 1976, Mr. Hassing and his staff have been designing, engineering and crafting high performance 

speakers, custom audio and personal audio products; delivering superior acoustic reproduction at sensible 

prices. For more information on RBH Sound or to locate a dealer near you, please visit rbhsound.com. 

 

Comply® is a registered trademark of Hearing Components, Inc.; for more information, please visit 

complyfoam.com. iPhone® is a registered trademark of Apple Inc.; for more information, please visit apple.com. 
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Press contact & product review inquiries: RBH Sound at (800) 543-2205 

Daren Egan egandb@rbhsound.com 
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